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Come hear Dr. Pagoto's keynote address
"A Call for a Science of Online Patient Engagement"
at our 4th Integrative Conference on Technology,
Social Media, and Behavioral Health.

There's still time to register!
Buy your ticket here!

Dr. Pagoto's research focuses on leveraging technology in the development and delivery of behavioral interventions targeting diet, physical activity, and cancer prevention
See a preview of the Center's interview with Dr. Pagoto below, and click here for the full text!

CBHST: What do you see as some of the most promising opportunities when using technology in the field of behavioral health?

Sherry: There are a few advantages to using social media when studying conversations about health. People talk about healthy and unhealthy behaviors on social media, and it gives us a new way to assess and understand attitudes that often removes biases we encounter when doing interviews or surveys. People are speaking very naturally on social media. We’re also able to capture folks who might not participate in research, so we have the opportunity to do inclusive observational work. More broadly, there are enormous opportunities just because there’s so much unknown. There are so many research questions to explore. I think the opportunities can only be realized, however, through creating the right teams with the right expertise. Do you have a behavioral scientist? An engineer? Using technology and realizing the full potential of a project requires getting everyone to the table at the earliest stage possible.

Follow us on Twitter @HealthTechPitt and check out our website www.healthtech.pitt.edu!